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1 - Natural Gas: A major energy at stake for Europe

After the first oil shock of 1973, western European countries pursued energy
policies designed to diversify supply, reduce oil dependency, rationalise the use of energy.
Natural gas was favoured because of the political pressures and constraints associated with
other energy sources: coal and fuel oil for their pollution, nuclear for public acceptance and
competitiveness, hydroelectricity for the lack of suitable sites. Consequently, natural gas
share in primary energy requirements in western Europe tripled, climbing from 7.5% in
1970 to over 22% in 1997, when a volume of 393 109 m3 was consumed, representing 17%
of the world total [2].

Today, the role of natural gas in Europe's energy future can be substantially
enhanced still. Indeed, while natural gas benefits from technological breakthroughs and
economic and environmental assets, its competing energy sources are encountering
constraints which limit their expansion. Oil is likely to further reduce its share in the
industrial and commercial sectors concentrating in transportation and coal should find
essentially an outlet in power generation which now represents more than 60% of its market.
Lastly, nuclear use in electricity production which registered a spectacular development in
Europe, going from 4% in 1970 to 30% nowadays, encounters pressures and opposition
which prevent a major short-term development.

Environmental issues and a growing awareness of ecological problems have become
one of the dominant questions as the end of our century approaches. The chemical nature
of natural gas is the main reason for its wide acceptance as the cleanest of fossil fuels. As a
result, the European natural gas industry proposes policies and measures to control CO2 by
using natural gas, including replacement of higher carbon content fossil fuels by natural gas
with dedicated end-use technologies, as well as promotion of natural gas for motor fuel use
in vehicles.

Besides, it is generally agreed, that all the consuming sectors in all European
countries have significant growth potential [3]. However, power generation emerges as the
fastest growing gas outlet. The massive use of gas to generate electricity in Europe is being
fuelled by current and anticipated technological breakthroughs in cogeneration and
combined cycles, greater awareness of the gas turbine's reliability and efficiency for
combined cycles, shorter lead times and lower capital costs, as well as the repeal of the 1975
European directive banning the use of gas in power plants.

Accordingly, the trend in the growth of the share of gas in primary energy demand
which was observed during the past ten years in Europe (+3%/year) is likely to continue.
While future energy requirements in Western Europe are expected to reach 1,770 Mtoe in
2010, i.e. an additional 240 Mtoe compared to the current needs, natural gas should
contribute for more than 40% of this increase in demand. Accordingly, natural gas



consumption in the region (including Turkey) is expected to increase by 110 Mtoe (140
109 m3), reaching 420 Mtoe (530 109 m3) in 2010, boosting its market share to 24% by
that date.

Which prospects can we expect on the supply side?

2 - Potentially accessible gas resources are abundant

European supply, including Norway, is likely to cover the bulk of the growth in
demand in the medium-to-long-term. Although regarded as mature - that is, widely
explored and with record production levels - there is still a significant gas potential in
Europe and specifically its most active zone, the North Sea. A recent survey conducted by
the Institut Francais du Petrole within ENeRG (European Network for Research in Geo-
Energy) shows that provided an R&D policy is rapidly implemented, additional gas reserves
in the North Sea might reach 2,800 109 m3. (compared to current remaining recoverable
reserves of 5,250 109 m3).

As a result, production prospects improve and it can now be estimated that gas
production in Europe might reach a peak in the range of 320 109 m3 in 2005 (272 109 m3

in 1997), stabilizing thereafter at a level of 300 to 310 109 m3 [4]. This level includes an
additional 100 109 m3 coming from the North Sea.

In addition, gas is abundant within reach of the European market making it possible
for the region to have access to large supply sources. Algeria, Libya and Russia currently
supplement the European gas balance. Although to a lesser degree, spot LNG transactions
from Abu Dhabi and Qatar also contribute to European supply. From 1999, Trinidad &
Tobago as well as Nigeria will join the list of LNG suppliers on the European market.

In the long term, the gap between European supply and demand for gas will increase
and larger volumes will have to be imported from outside Europe to meet requirements [5].

Russia is in a good position to expand gas production, owing to the enormous size
of its resource base. Given its potential and pipeline strategy to expand gas exports,
Gazprom will undoubtedly continue to play a major role on the European market in the
long term. In this respect the company is undertaking a major programme of upgrading
and renovation along with new construction. Fulfilment of this programme should increase
Gazprom's export capacity into Europe by 2000 to about 180 109 m3/year against the
current 130 109 m3/year. A key project is the Yamal-Europe gas transmission line across
Belarus and Poland. The decision to build this line demonstrates the willingness of this
traditional supplier to maintain its market share on the European market. This project will in
particular further enhance the reliability and flexibility of supplies by providing additional
gas transportation routes to Europe. The Yamal-Europe project is currently being developed
in stages so as to respond flexibly to possible changes on the markets.

Besides, along with plans to start production on the Yamal field by 2005, major long
term additions to production will in particular come from the development of Gydan to the
north of Yamburg and Shtokmanovskoye which is located in the centre of the Barents Sea,
beyond the Arctic Circle. Although the search for financing and even technical expertise
will represent challenges to be overcome, these projects form part of a diversified portfolio
of reserves and infrastructure. Will these assets give Gazprom the opportunity to play the
role of a "swing supplier" during the next decade?

Turkmenistan and the Middle East (Iran) which are located within a distance of
5,000 km of the biggest markets in Europe might also contribute to the European gas
supply in the long-term.



3 - The market forces get under way

The European gas industry is currently undergoing a period of transition towards
liberalization, with the EU Energy Commission plans to create a single European gas market
through Third-Party-Access and unbundling. This will inevitably bring about fundamental
changes in the existing structure of the gas industry, as it displays a diversity of institutional
frameworks, with monopolies co-existing with deregulated markets (as in the UK) and direct
contracts already being signed between producers and end-users. What are the implications
for the future?

« Increased flexibility of flows. Network interconnection has been a crucial factor in
facilitating gas flows [6]. Today, spreading Europe-wide interconnection is sparking strong
market growth. The many pipelines which have been built in recent years, as well as projects
currently under way for new gas lines and interconnections, will offer new supply routes and
new markets as well as increased fluidity in the already integrated transportation network.

• Implementation of the Gas Directive. On May 11, 1998, the European Union's
Energy ministers formally adopted the Gas Directive intended to implement measures to
liberalize the gas market. These measures will need to be implemented by EU members by
mid-2000 to comply with the Directive. Twenty percent of each national market will be
opened to the first phase of competition through pipes. This minimum threshold will then
rise to 28% five years after the implementation of the Directive and to 33% ten years later.
As a whole, large consumers (power generators and industrial buyers) using more than 25
106 m3 a year will initially have the possibility to choose their supplier.

• Multiplication of actors on the market [7]. The opening of the market to
competition will gradually lead to the introduction of new players into the gas business, in
particular new independent electric companies determined to use gas for electricity
generation. Gas companies will also develop their activities throughout the gas chain,
seeking vertical integration. Diversified utility companies may also penetrate the gas
distribution segment and traders will probably take benefit of the process of liberalisation.
Lastly, more liberal trading arrangements are likely to attract outsiders, who will bring new
techniques and new sources of capital.

. Pressure from industrial and cogenerators. These customers will benefit from the
lower energy prices which will flow from increased competition. This will mean higher
profits, and lower sales prices.

• Gas-to-gas competition will continue to develop. While the UK gas industry
already operates in a competitive environment, gas-to-gas competition will spread
throughout other European countries.

4 - A conflict in terms of price prospects

The Continental market which is moving towards a strengthened competition will
gradually be connected with the largely deregulated British market. This market is
characterized by a general opening down to distributors and by the existing futures market
set up by the IPE at the beginning of 1997. As such, spot prices are progressively becoming
the reference on the British market. This situation might also spread to the European market
and lead to the emergence of a spot price in Zeebrugge in Belgium, the landing point for
British gas from October 1998, but also Norwegian and Algerian gas [8]. Will this result in
the creation of European trading hubs, in Zeebrugge for instance and other potential areas
such as the Ruhr region and in the P6 Valley?

This evolution in the European gas industry leads to a conflict in terms of price
prospects [9].

. Traditionally, long-term contract prices are set by reference to the general level of
the competing energy prices, usually the prevailing oil product prices. The price of gas
which is between 80 to 90% of the crude price, fluctuates in relation to the oil market trends
apart from the gas supply and demand structure. Will this price mechanism evolve? In the
United Kingdom for instance, the emergence of a spot gas market has resulted in a partial



de-coupling from oil prices, with a continued flexibility mechanism activity. Up to now,
such move has had almost no impact on traditional long-term pricing regime. However, due
to the growing gas-to-gas competition, new indexation formulas might emerge, tied to the
market reality and fluctuations. A specific reference for the price of gas might lead to the
modification of the indexation terms for long-term contracts, also possibly evolving towards
a reduction of the duration of the contracts. In any case, the UK-Continent Gas
Interconnector between the UK and European gas grids will allow gas producers in the UK
North Sea to export the current surplus to Europe and lead to a softening of gas prices on
the Continent. The seasonality of the spot price in the United Kingdom might be reflected
in seasonal pricing at Zeebrugge.

Increased flexibility will also result from amortized infrastructure supplying mature
markets. For instance, Norwegian gas lines such as the Norpipe built in the seventies, as well
as national transmission pipes will enable more contractual flexibility.

• Gas has made major inroads into Europe's energy markets, building on its
reputation as a reliable and environmentally sound fuel. During the next few years, natural
gas will register the largest growth among the energy sources, in particular due to its
advantages in power generation. As for as gas is an highly capitalistic industry, huge
investments will be required to meet the future demand and to cope with the growing
dependance towards imports. This is likely to refrain a radical and rapid change on the
scene. Financing those investments requires some stability and reasonable price levels to
make the projects profitable. Although recent contracts linked to the sale of gas through the
UK-Continent Gas Interconnector have been signed for a shorter duration ( 1 0 - 1 5 years),
the gas market is mostly characterized by long-term take-or-pay contracts (20 25 years). As
a result, spot gas contracts are very much likely to co-exist with long-term take-or pay
contracts necessary to ensure the profitability of long-term projects.

Conclusion

Under the impetus of the new measures due to be implemented by the
European Union, as well as the willingness of the governments and industrial
consumers, the gas market in Europe will undoubtedly experience gradual changes.

Price prospects represent the key issue of the new European model. On the one
hand, prices are likely to be more volatile, with increased seasonality. Long-term
contract pricing formulas linked to the competing energy prices might give the pace to a
decoupling of gas prices from oil or petroleum product prices. On the other hand, gas
is a clean energy source which will register a sustained growth in demand. Gas will still
require highly capitalistic infrastructure to reach the markets safely, also implying
reasonable price levels.

Will Europe adopt a "medium-range" formula combining flexibility and security
of supply ?
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A conflict in terms of
price prospects

•A more competitive market:
flexibility, seasonally, gas to gas competition.

• Huge investments required to meet the demand:
some stability and reasonable price levels required
to make the long-term projects profitable.

Will Europe adopt

a "medium range" formula?
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